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TEMPLE times
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE MANKATO MASONIC BODIES WITH PERMISSION OF THE
MOST WORSHIPFUL GRAND LODGE OF MINNESOTA, AF & AM.

News From the East

Howdy Brethren,
What an interesting time were in right now, not being able to meet, keeping 6 feet away from others has been hard on us. I
hear from brothers that they miss meeting and getting together, it’s taking a toll on us, but we need to keep strong cause
one day we will be able to get together again. Grand Lodge has sent out saying we can hold business meetings again (no
degree work at this time) but there are a bunch of protocols that need to be followed. I will be getting together with the
officers to discuss how we move forward at this time, and will let everyone know as we know more.
When I became Master of Lodge #12, I had looked at the calendrer for this year and was trying to plan an event or outing at
least once a month for the brothers and sometimes families to join. The whole idea was 3 things; 1. was to have camaraderie with the brothers, 2. was to have family involvement with the lodge, and 3. was if we were out and about maybe others
would see what fun we as Masons can have, well my best laid plans have fallen through, for now. I am hopeful that when
things are lifted, we can try to get back together as before and we are still able to provide help to our community and
brothers.
Even with lodge shutdown we are still getting petitions for joining, along with a few that were to start their 1 st back in
March, we could have a good number of new brothers joining when we are able to have degrees again. The Mankato
Lodge is supposed to be hosting a “One Day to Masonry” coming this fall, but we will have to wait for Grand Lodge to give
the word we can hold degrees again.
Once again brothers stay safe, stay positive, and stay level we will get through this.
Brock Petersen
Your Master during Covid

Dear Sisters and Brothers,
From the worthy matron elect and the worthy patron of Cereal Chapter#2, Order of the Eastern Star
Greetings,
As we feel our way through this COVID-19 pandemic, we take tiny steps forward. (As my Dad used to say, “yes it’s foggy, but
we can see as far as the headlights reach, and when we reach that point, we can see the next stretch of road, and we’ll get
home, one stretch at a time.”) Anyway, per MN Grand Chapter directive, our April and May meetings were canceled. Installation of officers was postponed. Stated meetings cannot be held by phone or online.
Continued on Page 2;
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Continued from Page 1;
We will be required to wear masks, and must use hand sanitizer or wash hands when entering the building. No hugs, handshakes or food allowed. We’ll just have to substitute “air hugs” for hugs. Singing not encouraged; escorts not allowed. Caring
is always allowed. We do have some business that should be done sooner rather than later, so we need to hold a meeting. We
need seven for a quorum, but as of yet, we are also limited to ten attendees. The meeting should be brief, and we promise to
be careful. If you know of anything the chapter should be aware of or do, please contact one of the officers. We hope to meet
on August 12th. The September 9th meeting has been cancelled. Hopefully by then, larger groups are allowed. (The headlights
don’t reach that far yet.)

So, keep your lights on (or be the mirror to reflect greater light into dark places). Stay safe, and keep on trucking.
Kathy Smith, Worthy Matron Elect
Ted Smith, Worthy Patron

Josephine Ruhsam Scholarship
Dear Sisters and Brothers,
I have the honor and pleasure to sponsor two young men from the class of 2020 Lake Crystal/Wellcome Memorial High School
with scholarships from the M. Josephine Ruhsam Scholarship program.
Barbara Spencer, P.M., member of Cereal Ch. #2 OES Mankato.

Luke Kruger, son of Cheri & Scott Kruger, received $1,000, and will be attending Minnesota
State College Southeast in Winona, MN

Gunner McLeod, son of Jenny & Andrew McLeod
received, $1,250, and will be attending Minnesota
State College Southwest in Marshall, MN

Mankato T-Birds
The Mankato T-Birds and the Osman Shrine are
very proud of WB Eric Mundt. WB Eric recently
exceeded the world record for a run on two
wheels in a cart. He was able to go just over
seven miles!
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Proud to have donated to the National
Guard, helping them to have the supplies
they need to protect Minnesota! Ashley
Marks, Honored Queen June 2020

Lodge Education
Many modern Masons, particularly Masons in the United States, are unfamiliar with the concept of
tracing boards (they are still commonly used in lodges under the United Grand Lodge of England.) I
recently ran across this short explanatory article that I think you might enjoy. No author was named.
A Tracing Board is used in masonic degree work to illustrate ideas and principals put forth in its degrees. The origins of the Tracing Board go back to the masonic lodges in the 18th century and before.
In the beginning of Freemasonry, in England and around the world, Freemasons did not meet in a
lodge hall. Instead they rented out the back room of a tavern once a month, or however often they
held their meetings. Appropriate diagrams and other items indicating the lodge were drawn, often with chalk, on the floor of
the tavern to indicate the information that they needed to convey in their degree work.
Some historical references have the Tyler, probably as part of the ritual of the time, drawing a rectangle on the floor. Possibly to represent the security of the room as would be the Tyler's responsibility. As the degree progressed, the Worshipful
Master or other officers of the lodge would fill the rectangle in with appropriate images, most of which we would probably
not recognize as being part of modern freemasonry, particularly as you go back into the 18th century and before.
After the degree was complete, the candidate would be directed to remove the chalk drawings with a mop and bucket. This
would be a reminder of his oath of secrecy.
During non-degree meetings they would still draw the chalk drawings as a reminder to the brothers of the lessons that the
fraternity has taught.
Sometime in the 19th century as symbols were adopted by the fraternity more permanent mechanisms were used. These
ranged from painted boards that could be displayed or carpets that could be laid down for candidates to see. Despite the
fact that these had come into vogue in the fraternity at the time, most Grand Lodges discouraged their use since they were
now a permanent display and could not be erased with a simple swipe of a mop.
By the 20th century the idea of the Tracing Board began to die out. Logically this probably coincided with more and more
lodges moving from the back room of a tavern and into their own buildings. The idea that the lodge had to be 100% portable, sometimes referred to as a "lodge in a box", had gone away and it was now easier to have more permanent displays or
larger items that could be used to illustrate the ideas and principles of Freemasonry.
Several examples of Tracing Boards still exist and can still be used to relate the concepts of Freemasonry to a candidate.
Worshipful Brother Mark Robbins
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George Washington’s Rules For Freemasons in Life and Lodge
Rule 082: Undertake not what you cannot perform, but be careful to keep your promise.
That is to say: Make promises you know you can keep. Never promise what you cannot.
Source: George Washington’s Rules for Freemasons in Life and Lodge By Mark A Tabbert

Recent Fellowship and Upcoming Events
BLUE LODGE
Lodge Business meetings are held on the 2nd Tuesday at 7pm. Dinner and fellowship prior at 6pm.
Lodge Special Communications are held on the 4th Tuesday at 7pm. Dinner and fellowship prior at 6pm.
Lodge Officer meetings are help the first Monday prior to the Lodge Business meeting each month at 6pm.
Building Committee meetings are held on the first Monday prior to the Lodge Business meeting each month at 7pm.

A great way to stay in touch with Lodge events is to download the Mankato Lodge #12 app from the Play Store or App
store. Search for “Mankato Lodge” and download the app named Kato 12.
Due to Covid-19 current Lodge schedule is up in the air. The Lodge will notify members as soon as we have our next
meeting date. Please contact the Lodge Officers if you have any questions.
OES TENTATIVE CALENDAR
Meetings to start at 7pm
Due to Covid-19 current OES schedule is up in the air. We will notify members as soon as we have our next meeting
date. It is our hope to have a meeting in August. Please contact the Officers if you have any questions.

In memoriam - Brother Cole Turrittin

Our Brother Cole Turrittin passed to the Celestial Lodge above on May 19th, 2020. He was 36 years old. Brother Cole was
raised as a Master Mason on May 26th, 2015.
Brother Cole was diagnosed with Pancreatic Neuroendocrine cancer only a year ago. His spirit lives on through his wife Liza,
and their 5 children: Andinia (10), Viviana (9), Eleanora (6), Helena (4), and Olin (2).
You can find Brother Cole’s obituary at https://www.saintpeterfuneralhome.com/obituary/cole-turrittin
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The LIGHTer Side

A Note from the Editor
Please send feedback to the contact
below. Thank you to everyone that
has sent me support and suggestions
as I work on this publication.
As always in all our actions make sure
we do all we can to uphold the values
of Masonry in every thought word and
deed.

Masonic Quote
“Do the right thing. It will gratify
some people and astonish the
rest”—Mark Twain
Source: A Freemason Said That? By
Todd E. Creason

Contact Us
Mankato Lodge 12, 309 S. 2nd St., Mankato, MN 56001
Phone: 507-387-2665
Email: templetimes12@gmail.com

IF YOU WOULD PREFER TO RECEIVE THIS NEWSLETTER VIA EMAIL RATHER THAN IN PRINT PLEASE EMAIL YOUR
ADDRESS TO THE CONTACT ABOVE.

Mankato Lodge #12
309 South 2nd Street
Mankato, MN 56001
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